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THE CALIFORNIA MASTER PLAN: FROM ICON TO iPAD 

 

FUNDAMENTALISM 

In higher education we are quick to accuse others of shrink-wrapping reality in beliefs. You must 
be a neoliberal if you try to limit the credits that the state subsidizes for a student or if you 
remove requirements from a degree. The ultimate apostate, the academic capitalist, shies from 
the communion of pure knowing with other professors; she kneels at the table of technology 
transfer with industry.  

These offenders are sinners in the hands of an angry academy. They have forgotten that 
knowledge like grace is free. It should be subsidized by a clean hand. Instead, they treat 
knowledge as a product with a price. They diminish its aura by increasing its circulation.   

Not all but most in the academy think that its edifice of method, skepticism, and freedom of 
thought is threatened by fundamentalisms that fuel each other’s intensity. Religious 
fundamentalists of East and West reject material agency; they embrace rapture, not reason, and 
Armageddon, not Big Bang. Market fundamentalists reject Keynesian interference; they enshrine 
supply and demand, not subsidy and regulation. 

 Altogether, these fundamentalists repudiate modernism for a return to prophetic time. For the 
modern academy, however, all inscriptions have multiple ascriptions, while knowledge is 
shadowed by falsification and deconstruction. Ironically, tolerance for ambiguity inside the 
academy has become a creed with intolerance for questions of its authority from outside.                                

PEOPLE OF THE BOOK            

 In the California State University we share this creed. We are a people of the book, indeed, of 
two books—the Master Plan and the Orange Book. The Master Plan from 1960 transformed 
inconsistent community colleges, ambitious state colleges, and under-developed universities into 
a three-tiered, hierarchical system. The system would educate Californians for a technological 
economy. Economic growth would supply the surplus revenue to keep the system tuition free. 
The Orange Book contained the formulas to standardize and maximize efficiency. 

The central idea captivated, because it flattered, higher educators. Higher education—the ever 
advancing intellectual frontier—would insure American exception from decay. Growth in 
knowledge, linked by planning to growth in capital, would form a machine for perpetual 
progress. Educators would be the pioneers and the priests.  

The Master Plan unfolds this vision as if from Pisgah, looking out over 1960-1975. It will be 
betrayed but never forgotten. The Promised Land is the system of high subsidy, no tuition. The 
Orange Book incants the measures for the temple. Sixty cubits long, twenty cubits wide, and 
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thirty cubits high become the enumeration of full-time equivalent students and multipliers that 
fix in stone the staffing and the buildings. To utter tuition is as blasphemous as to stutter the 
name of Yahweh. To adjust the formulas is to slither into declension. This is academic 
fundamentalism. It abhors change. It mourns an unfulfilled vision.                               

Few people have read the California Master Plan. They have heard or read others preach on free 
tuition. Perhaps they have been harrowed by a reading of University of Minnesota President 
James L. Morrill’s excerpted jeremiad on the evil of tuition. Tuition violates democracy; it is a 
poll tax before entering the meritocracy. 

The plan ascends to national creed because it evokes education as the toll-less bridge between 
democracy and the pursuit of wealth and happiness. John Aubrey Douglass calls this “the 
California idea.” It also echoes the preparation of a natural aristocracy in Jefferson’s Bills 79 and 
80 in 1778-1779. It advances the principle of free common schools in the Northwest Ordinance 
in 1787. It updates the subsidization of higher education in the Morrill Act in 1862 to include 
civil service, technology, and science. And it channels the call in the Report to President Truman 
in 1947 for low charges that promote access without dilution.  

THE MATRIX 

The Orange Book is a classic input matrix for funding by formula. It channels the state allocation 
to expenditure objects. For example, the variables and constant that generate department chairs 
read (FTES/SFR)*1/36, while technology depended on $10.17*FTES in 1978-79.  Some 
constants are carried to the fifth decimal; some categories of positions scale logarithmically to 
FTES. (FTES is a full-time equivalent student, taking 30 semester credits annually if an 
undergraduate, 24 if a graduate student. SFR is the student to faculty ratio; it is derived by 
dividing FTES by FTE faculty, wherein one FTE consists of a stipulated amount of teaching 
hours each week.)                                                                                                                           

The matrix reflects the intention in the Master Plan to eclipse local prerogative with      
standardization. Presidents are to defer to rational planners who harmonize formulas as the 
general fund and markets fluctuate. Today, when budgets are scraped together, nostalgia for 
technocracy is understandable.                           

This matrix streams funds into another matrix for kinds of courses. Three levels—lower, upper, 
graduate—are subdivided by modes—lecture, seminar, directed study, etc.  Each subdivision is 
associated with a constant that converts credits into meeting hours. In theory student credit hours 
and faculty instructional time balance financially; this calibration, it is assumed, expresses 
perfectly the time needed for the content.  Also, each mode-level has an ideal class size.  

The system of matrices was rational, not reasonable. By 1995-1996, experience subverted it. 
Recessions devalued the constants. To nurture local identity, campuses distinguished the budget 
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enacted by formula from the budget expended in actuality. Each campus had Pharisees who used 
the rules to hoard.  

Today mode-level class size survives in the faculty contract as an ethical guide. It is our wailing 
wall. We turn unto it to mourn the dream of the temple of teaching, proportioned perfectly with 
low fees and class size.                                                            

THE FINE PRINT 

Worshiped but not understood, the Master Plan promoted policies that should trouble advocates 
of openness. To control budget, quality, and numbers, the two university systems were to end 
remediation by 1966. The majority of freshmen in CSUs today would begin in the community 
colleges. Further, the authors denied support to students not pursuing degrees; think of the 
hundreds of thousands of such students in the community colleges.  

 The plan described a sorting engine. Based on grades and standardized tests, the student was 
channeled into a tier that prepared predominantly for technical, vocational, or professional 
careers. Research was associated with preparation in UC. Teachers in the other segments did not 
require terminal degrees. Agnostic about the social origins of students, the plan was, in rhetoric, 
a meritocracy but, in practice, an input matrix for converting social classes into an occupational 
hierarchy.  

The plan inverted public welfare. The higher the tier, the greater was the subsidy for fewer 
students with greater family wealth. Subsidy and grants for each UC full-time equivalent student 
nearly doubled the support in the CSU and community colleges. In theory, investment in wealth 
would yield the perpetual growth that the Master Plan required. 

The funding for the three tiers was considerable, 18% of the general fund in the 1960s. The plan 
anticipated taxes from a workforce at full employment with constant growth in wages of 2.5% 
each year. By 1975, the tiers were projected to accommodate 650,000 students.     

None of the conditions for free tuition was met.  

By 1975, higher education in California enrolled twice as many students as projected. 
Unemployment has averaged nearly 5%, while wages in constant dollars have lagged 2.5% 
growth. Ironically, the withering of well paying jobs in manufacturing for high school graduates 
and drop-outs decreased the taxable resources for the plan. Higher education’s share of the 
general fund fell by a third as criminal justice and health and social services grew; K-12 drew on 
the fund to make up for the property taxes lost to Proposition 13. Similar patterns played across 
the states, from the late 1960s onwards. Public higher education increasingly was viewed as a 
private good because the states believed in its power to lift individuals but lost faith in its relative 
effect on public priorities. 
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WE CAN’T STAND THE TRUTH 

Worshiping a past that is distorted to place us at the aggrieved center is narcissistic; and it 
incapacitates change. We cannot get there from here because there is no there, there. We must 
admit facts before we can change conditions. 

Individual CSU campuses always charged small fees for services, even though the system 
shunned tuition for academic programs. Shrinking subsidy drove the system to a non-academic 
fee in 1980-1981. Today fees, adjusted for inflation, are seven times higher than in 1981-1982. 

CSU cushioned these shocks. A third of fee increases funds student grants. Grants and discounts 
cover 80% of undergraduate fees, although 50% of students are recipients. When fees from the 
1980s are converted to 2010 dollars and adjusted for the shifts from state subsidy, nearly 80% of 
the increase is accounted for. These data are representative of public four-year schools 
elsewhere.  

These facts consolidate into a barrier against lowering tuition. Still, we want funding restored. 
Consider, though, the gap between revenues and commitments in most states, due to the 
overheated mortgage market. Perpetual growth again was a chimera.  

CROSS-CUTTING SOLUTIONS 

As with shifts from subsidy to tuition, we balance one area by unbalancing another. So we think, 
give us the money. We will use it more productively than shelters and prisons. But we need to 
focus on connections across institutions to find economy. Here are a few examples. Can our 
universities work seriously with K-12 on college readiness, so that we can use differently the 
more than $50,000,000 that we now spend on remediation just in the CSU? Can we reduce health 
care costs by working across agencies and unions to identify common conditions that respond to 
prevention? The Urban Institute estimates that California can save $2,000,000,000 in five years.  

Can we fix practices that waste resources across the tiers? The ratio of grants to tuition in 
California and the nation’s community colleges is high, but the graduation and transfer rates are 
low. We can adjust grants to support even more students, but we must weight the grants in ways 
that motivate completion. Over $500,000,000 is tied up in this dysfunction in California. In 
California we do not need a return to the holy land of free tuition, which benefits wealthier 
families with the educational capital to prioritize college-going. We need tuition policy. The 
three tiers set fees independently, reacting to state subsidy.  A fourth agency periodically adjusts 
state grants. The results discount fees progressively against income but leave a disproportionate 
impact for cost of living on lower-income families. And the delivery is not structured to 
encourage progress across the tiers. Unwillingness to accept tuition as a fact makes for gross 
inequities from year to year. 
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When we treat an agency like the CSU as a silo, we cripple change. We must give up advocacy 
that capitalizes on grief for a golden past just for us. Only then can we separate solutions from 
bureaucratic structures—and argument from self-interest. We must be trustees of education 
across the tiers and other agencies. Also, we must mentor prudently. We like to defend students’ 
right to explore. But because resources are scarce, one student’s wander preempts another’s start.  
We must value efficiency as a form of caring when we mentor.  

COSTS, SERVICES, COMMODITIES 

Our intense feelings for an imagined past distracts us from seeing how tuition hikes link to the 
world that we still are making. As the Delta Cost Project shows, direct teaching is not a big cost 
driver. The services that we expect, the purchases that we want, are. In the CSU, instructional 
salaries per credit hour, when converted to constant dollars, have decreased since 1991-92. 
Increases in average salaries have been offset by increases in the full-time student to full-time 
faculty ratio. Further, the conversion of full-time positions to part-time has lowered base pay and 
benefits.  

However, operating costs have grown by 50% in constant dollars, as they have nationally. How 
is that possible? Consider these few facts. Salaries for instructional staff now make up less than 
30% of operating costs. In the CSU the average contribution to employee medical care increased 
twelvefold since 1980, as have student health fees. Utility costs doubled for education services 
across the nation, just since 2000. Increasing computerization, licensing, and networking have 
escalated costs, too. MA1 public universities now spend over $1,400 per FTES just on central IT, 
according to core data at Educause. In1980, did you expect the university to enable your laptop 
and Blackberry to synchronize wirelessly with the Google cloud? Also, ECAR data show that 
students expect 24/7 connection. They and we froth for the latest version of the latest devices. 
And unfunded mandates for compliance and risk management follow in the wake. 

Network efficiency and bulk purchases can dampen increases. However, big saving demands big 
change. What must we do? We must protect education from our saturation in the market.  

Yes, we worship an illusory past. But many of us join with others who fetishize accessories like 
exorbitant food courts, plush fitness centers, and lounge-like libraries. Or we build ed-utopias out 
of tech commodities like an LMS, clickers, whiteboards, media consoles, and iPads, on the belief 
that if we buy it, they will come—and pay.  

The dollars are hard to track because they are dispersed across projects and lumped together in 
student charges; these observations derive mainly from fee data and marginal cost calculations 
for the CSU. Construction rises on capital, not operational, funds. Often it brings a dowry for 
outfitting and upkeep. However, adjustments thereafter draw from the standard state subsidy, 
tuition, and fees per student. Out of the 80% increase in student association fees since 2001, 
$150 per student is attributable to accessorized additions. A similar sum saps the general fund for 
non-instructional galleries, recital halls, sports pavilions, etc. Further, the category for 
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technology fees has surged 500% over the decade to $130, reflecting a national trend. 
Universities have bundled accessories, display cases, and marts around Old Main. Consumption 
marks ersatz progress; it is also a transaction, with price subsumed in tuition and payment owed 
a vendor.  

We stand, as if at a Maginot line, ready to defend academic holiness against for-profit 
universities. However, we really need to look behind the line, within ourselves, at our nostalgia 
and yearning. They are like euphoric drugs. Through them we escape the discipline of change—
breaking habits, sacrificing self to coalitions, and re-engaging after setbacks. Instead, we click, 
update to a new version. Or, we lean on the Orange Book and wail.   

OUR CHALLENGE 

Because we see ourselves as a righteous people, higher education resents accountability. In fact, 
by our accounts, we are owed a trove of inputs. But K-12 is failing, the money world is an ethical 
morass, and society is stratified and segregated. Until we repair our involvement, we should not 
expect more than public lip service for support. We will stumble in the wilderness, our eyes fixed 
on the Master Plan and the iPad, which we clutch to our breasts.  

 Rather, we should rise to the challenge. There is still significant scripture to write: principally 
how to marry democratic aspiration with economic calculation? How do we provide incentives 
to fund access to goods like education and housing without inadvertently encouraging confidence 
games and waste? The Orange Book has no formula for the wisdom to temper innovation with 
regulation. And the Master Plan simply assumed that growth would fund opportunity. We, then, 
must turn the miracle of the fish and loaves into common practice.      

 

Harry Hellenbrand 
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs 
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